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creatures Interlinear Index Study creatures ISA 013 021 But wild <06728 +tsiyiy > beasts <06728 +tsiyiy > of the 
desert <06728 +tsiyiy > shall lie <07257 +rabats > there <08033 +sham > ; and their houses <01004 +bayith > 
shall be full <04390 +male> > of doleful <00255 +>oach > {creatures} <00255 +>oach > ; and owls shall dwell 
<07931 +shakan > there <08033 +sham > , and satyrs <08163 +sa shall dance <07540 +raqad > there <08033 
+sham > . creatures EZE 001 005 Also out of the midst <08432 +tavek > thereof [ came ] the likeness <01823 
+d@muwth > of four <00702 +>arba< > living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > . And this <02088 
+zeh > [ was ] their appearance <04758 +mar>eh > ; they had the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of a man <00120
+>adam > . creatures EZE 001 013 As for the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of the living <02416 +chay > 
creatures <02416 +chay > , their appearance <04758 +mar>eh > [ was ] like burning <01197 +ba coals <01513 
+gechel > of fire <00784 +>esh > , [ and ] like the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of lamps <03940 +lappiyd > : it
went <01980 +halak > up and down among <00996 +beyn > the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 
+chay > ; and the fire <00784 +>esh > was bright <05051 +nogahh > , and out of the fire <00784 +>esh > went 
<03318 +yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > lightning <01300 +baraq > . creatures EZE 001 013 As for the likeness
<01823 +d@muwth > of the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > , their appearance <04758 
+mar>eh > [ was ] like burning <01197 +ba coals <01513 +gechel > of fire <00784 +>esh > , [ and ] like the 
appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of lamps <03940 +lappiyd > : it went <01980 +halak > up and down among 
<00996 +beyn > the living <02416 +chay > creatures <02416 +chay > ; and the fire <00784 +>esh > was bright 
<05051 +nogahh > , and out of the fire <00784 +>esh > went <03318 +yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > lightning
<01300 +baraq > . creatures EZE 001 014 And the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > ran 
<07519 +ratsa> > and returned <07725 +shuwb > as the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of a flash <00965 +bazaq
> of lightning <00965 +bazaq > . creatures EZE 001 015 . Now as I beheld <07200 +ra>ah > the living <02416 
+chay > creatures <02416 +chay > , behold <02009 +hinneh > one <00259 +>echad > wheel <00212 +>owphan >
upon the earth <00776 +>erets > by the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > , with his four 
<00702 +>arba< > faces <06440 +paniym > . creatures EZE 001 015 . Now as I beheld <07200 +ra>ah > the 
living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > , behold <02009 +hinneh > one <00259 +>echad > wheel 
<00212 +>owphan > upon the earth <00776 +>erets > by the living <02416 +chay > creatures <02416 +chay > , 
with his four <00702 +>arba< > faces <06440 +paniym > . creatures EZE 001 019 And when the living <02416 
+chay > creatures <02416 +chay > went <03212 +yalak > , the wheels <00212 +>owphan > went <03212 +yalak 
> by them : and when the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > were lifted <05375 +nasa> > up 
from the earth <00776 +>erets > , the wheels <00212 +>owphan > were lifted <05375 +nasa> > up . creatures 
EZE 001 019 And when the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > went <03212 +yalak > , the 
wheels <00212 +>owphan > went <03212 +yalak > by them : and when the living <02416 +chay > creatures 
<02416 +chay > were lifted <05375 +nasa> > up from the earth <00776 +>erets > , the wheels <00212 +>owphan
> were lifted <05375 +nasa> > up . creatures EZE 003 013 [ I heard ] also the noise <06963 +qowl > of the wings 
<03671 +kanaph > of the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > that touched <05401 +nashaq > one
<00802 +>ishshah > another <00269 +>achowth > , and the noise <06963 +qowl > of the wheels <00212 
+>owphan > over <05980 + against <05980 + them , and a noise <06963 +qowl > of a great <01419 +gadowl > 
rushing <07494 +ra . creatures JAS 001 018 Of his own will <1014 -boo -lom -ahee -> begat <0616 -apokueo -> 
he us with the word <3056 -logos -> of truth <0225 -aletheia -> , that we should be a kind <5100 -tis - > of 
firstfruits <0536 -aparche -> of his {creatures} <2938 - ktisma -> . creatures REV 008 009 And the third <5154 -
tritos -> part of the {creatures} <2938 -ktisma -> which <3588 -ho -> were in the sea <2281 -thalassa -> , and had 
<2192 -echo -> life <5590 -psuche - > , died <0599 -apothnesko -> ; and the third <5154 -tritos -> part of the 
ships <4143 -ploion -> were destroyed <1311 - diaphtheiro -> .
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KJV Bible Word Studies for CREATURES



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

creatures 07075 ## qinyan {kin-yawn'} ; from 07069 ; creation , i . e . (concretely) {creatures} ; also 
acquisition , purchase , wealth : -- getting , goods , X with money , riches , substance . 

creatures 08580 ## tanshemeth {tan-sheh'- meth} ; from 05395 ; properly , a hard breather , i . e . the name 
of two unclean {creatures} , a lizard and a bird (both perhaps from changing color through their 
irascibility) , probably the tree-toad and the water-hen : -- mole , swan . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2938 + creature + of his creatures + part of the creatures +/ . ktisma {ktis'-mah}; from 2936 + stood + 
created + is created + for to make + who created + the Creator + hath created + things created + of him that
created + things were created + for thou hast created + they are and were created +/ ; an original formation 
(concretely), i .e . product (created thing): --creature . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

12 - creatures 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

creatures 2938 ktisma * {creatures} , {2938 ktisma } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- creatures , 0255 , 2416 ,

* creatures , 2938 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

creatures - 2938 creature, {creatures},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

creatures Eze_01_05 # Also out of the midst thereof [came] the likeness of four living creatures. And this 
[was] their appearance; they had the likeness of a man.

creatures Eze_01_13 # As for the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance [was] like burning coals 
of fire, [and] like the appearance of lamps: it went up and down among the living creatures; and the fire 
was bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning.

creatures Eze_01_13 # As for the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance [was] like burning coals 
of fire, [and] like the appearance of lamps: it went up and down among the living creatures; and the fire 
was bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning.

creatures Eze_01_14 # And the living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a flash of lightning.

creatures Eze_01_15 # Now as I beheld the living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth by the living 
creatures, with his four faces.

creatures Eze_01_15 # Now as I beheld the living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth by the living 
creatures, with his four faces.

creatures Eze_01_19 # And when the living creatures went, the wheels went by them: and when the living 
creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up.

creatures Eze_01_19 # And when the living creatures went, the wheels went by them: and when the living 
creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up.

creatures Eze_03_13 # [I heard] also the noise of the wings of the living creatures that touched one another, 
and the noise of the wheels over against them, and a noise of a great rushing.

creatures Isa_13_21 # But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of doleful 
creatures; and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there.

creatures Jam_01_18 # Of his own will begat he us with the word of truth, that we should be a kind of 
firstfruits of his creatures.

creatures Rev_08_09 # And the third part of the creatures which were in the sea, and had life, died; and the 
third part of the ships were destroyed.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

creatures and owls Isa_13_21 # But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of 
doleful creatures; and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there.

creatures and the Eze_01_13 # As for the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance [was] like 
burning coals of fire, [and] like the appearance of lamps: it went up and down among the living creatures; 
and the fire was bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning.

creatures And this Eze_01_05 # Also out of the midst thereof [came] the likeness of four living creatures. 
And this [was] their appearance; they had the likeness of a man.

creatures behold one Eze_01_15 # Now as I beheld the living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth by 
the living creatures, with his four faces.

creatures ran and Eze_01_14 # And the living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a flash of 
lightning.

creatures that touched Eze_03_13 # [I heard] also the noise of the wings of the living creatures that touched 
one another, and the noise of the wheels over against them, and a noise of a great rushing.

creatures their appearance Eze_01_13 # As for the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance [was] 
like burning coals of fire, [and] like the appearance of lamps: it went up and down among the living 
creatures; and the fire was bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning.

creatures went the Eze_01_19 # And when the living creatures went, the wheels went by them: and when 
the living creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up.

creatures were lifted Eze_01_19 # And when the living creatures went, the wheels went by them: and when 
the living creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up.

creatures which were Rev_08_09 # And the third part of the creatures which were in the sea, and had life, 
died; and the third part of the ships were destroyed.

creatures with his Eze_01_15 # Now as I beheld the living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth by the
living creatures, with his four faces.

creatures Jam_01_18 # Of his own will begat he us with the word of truth, that we should be a kind of 
firstfruits of his creatures.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

creatures which were Rev_08_09 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

creatures ^ Jam_01_18 / creatures /^ 

creatures ^ Isa_13_21 / creatures /^and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there. 

creatures ^ Eze_01_13 / creatures /^and the fire was bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning. 

creatures ^ Eze_01_05 / creatures /^And this [was] their appearance; they had the likeness of a man. 

creatures ^ Eze_01_15 / creatures /^behold one wheel upon the earth by the living creatures, with his four 
faces. 

creatures ^ Eze_01_14 / creatures /^ran and returned as the appearance of a flash of lightning. 

creatures ^ Eze_03_13 / creatures /^that touched one another, and the noise of the wheels over against 
them, and a noise of a great rushing. 

creatures ^ Eze_01_13 / creatures /^their appearance [was] like burning coals of fire, [and] like the 
appearance of lamps: it went up and down among the living creatures; and the fire was bright, and out of 
the fire went forth lightning. 

creatures ^ Eze_01_19 / creatures /^went, the wheels went by them: and when the living creatures were 
lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up. 

creatures ^ Eze_01_19 / creatures /^were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up. 

creatures ^ Rev_08_09 / creatures /^which were in the sea, and had life, died; and the third part of the ships
were destroyed. 

creatures ^ Eze_01_15 / creatures /^with his four faces. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

creatures ......... of his creatures 2938 -ktisma-> 

creatures ......... part of the creatures 2938 -ktisma-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

creatures Eze_01_14 And the living {creatures} ran and returned as the appearance of a flash of lightning. 

creatures Eze_01_15 Now as I beheld the living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth by the living 
{creatures}, with his four faces. 

creatures Eze_01_19 And when the living creatures went, the wheels went by them: and when the living 
{creatures} were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up. 

creatures Rev_08_09 And the third part of the {creatures} which were in the sea, and had life, died; and the
third part of the ships were destroyed. 

creatures Eze_01_15 Now as I beheld the living {creatures}, behold one wheel upon the earth by the living 
creatures, with his four faces. 

creatures Eze_01_13 As for the likeness of the living {creatures}, their appearance [was] like burning coals 
of fire, [and] like the appearance of lamps: it went up and down among the living creatures; and the fire 
was bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning. 

creatures Eze_01_19 And when the living {creatures} went, the wheels went by them: and when the living 
creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up. 

creatures Eze_03_13 [I heard] also the noise of the wings of the living {creatures} that touched one another, 
and the noise of the wheels over against them, and a noise of a great rushing. 

creatures Jam_01_18 Of his own will begat he us with the word of truth, that we should be a kind of 
firstfruits of his {creatures}. 

creatures Eze_01_13 As for the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance [was] like burning coals of 
fire, [and] like the appearance of lamps: it went up and down among the living {creatures}; and the fire was
bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning. 

creatures 1Sa_13_21 But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of doleful 
{creatures}; and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there. 

creatures Eze_01_05 Also out of the midst thereof [came] the likeness of four living {creatures}. And this 
[was] their appearance; they had the likeness of a man. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

creatures ^ Jam_01_18 Of his own will <1014> (5679) begat he <0616> (5656) us <2248> with the word 
<3056> of truth <0225>, that <1519> we <2248> should be <1511> (5750) a kind <5100> of firstfruits 
<0536> of his <0846> {creatures} <2938>. 

creatures ^ Rev_08_09 And <2532> the third part <5154> of the {creatures} <2938> which <3588> were in 
<1722> the sea <2281>, and had <2192> (5723) life <5590>, died <0599> (5627); and <2532> the third part 
<5154> of the ships <4143> were destroyed <1311> (5648). 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
creatures Eze_01_05 Also out of the midst (08432 +tavek ) thereof [ came ] the likeness (01823 +d@muwth )
of four (00702 +)arba( ) living (02416 +chay ) {creatures} (02416 +chay ) . And this (02088 +zeh ) [ was ] 
their appearance (04758 +mar)eh ) ; they had the likeness (01823 +d@muwth ) of a man (00120 +)adam ) . 

creatures Eze_01_13 As for the likeness (01823 +d@muwth ) of the living (02416 +chay ) creatures (02416 
+chay ) , their appearance (04758 +mar)eh ) [ was ] like burning (01197 +ba(ar ) coals (01513 +gechel ) of 
fire (00784 +)esh ) , [ and ] like the appearance (04758 +mar)eh ) of lamps (03940 +lappiyd ):it went (01980 
+halak ) up and down among (00996 +beyn ) the living (02416 +chay ) {creatures} (02416 +chay ) ; and the 
fire (00784 +)esh ) was bright (05051 +nogahh ) , and out of the fire (00784 +)esh ) went (03318 +yatsa) ) 
forth (03318 +yatsa) ) lightning (01300 +baraq ) . 

creatures Eze_01_13 As for the likeness (01823 +d@muwth ) of the living (02416 +chay ) {creatures} (02416 
+chay ) , their appearance (04758 +mar)eh ) [ was ] like burning (01197 +ba(ar ) coals (01513 +gechel ) of 
fire (00784 +)esh ) , [ and ] like the appearance (04758 +mar)eh ) of lamps (03940 +lappiyd ):it went (01980 
+halak ) up and down among (00996 +beyn ) the living (02416 +chay ) creatures (02416 +chay ) ; and the 
fire (00784 +)esh ) was bright (05051 +nogahh ) , and out of the fire (00784 +)esh ) went (03318 +yatsa) ) 
forth (03318 +yatsa) ) lightning (01300 +baraq ) . 

creatures Eze_01_14 And the living (02416 +chay ) {creatures} (02416 +chay ) ran (07519 +ratsa) ) and 
returned (07725 +shuwb ) as the appearance (04758 +mar)eh ) of a flash (00965 +bazaq ) of lightning 
(00965 +bazaq ) . 

creatures Eze_01_15 . Now as I beheld (07200 +ra)ah ) the living (02416 +chay ) creatures (02416 +chay ) , 
behold (02009 +hinneh ) one (00259 +)echad ) wheel (00212 +)owphan ) upon the earth (00776 +)erets ) by 
the living (02416 +chay ) {creatures} (02416 +chay ) , with his four (00702 +)arba( ) faces (06440 +paniym ) .
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creatures Eze_01_15 . Now as I beheld (07200 +ra)ah ) the living (02416 +chay ) {creatures} (02416 +chay ) ,
behold (02009 +hinneh ) one (00259 +)echad ) wheel (00212 +)owphan ) upon the earth (00776 +)erets ) by 
the living (02416 +chay ) creatures (02416 +chay ) , with his four (00702 +)arba( ) faces (06440 +paniym ) . 

creatures Eze_01_19 And when the living (02416 +chay ) creatures (02416 +chay ) went (03212 +yalak ) , 
the wheels (00212 +)owphan ) went (03212 +yalak ) by them:and when the living (02416 +chay ) {creatures} 
(02416 +chay ) were lifted (05375 +nasa) ) up from the earth (00776 +)erets ) , the wheels (00212 +)owphan )
were lifted (05375 +nasa) ) up . 

creatures Eze_01_19 And when the living (02416 +chay ) {creatures} (02416 +chay ) went (03212 +yalak ) , 
the wheels (00212 +)owphan ) went (03212 +yalak ) by them:and when the living (02416 +chay ) creatures 
(02416 +chay ) were lifted (05375 +nasa) ) up from the earth (00776 +)erets ) , the wheels (00212 +)owphan )
were lifted (05375 +nasa) ) up . 

creatures Eze_03_13 [ I heard ] also the noise (06963 +qowl ) of the wings (03671 +kanaph ) of the living 
(02416 +chay ) {creatures} (02416 +chay ) that touched (05401 +nashaq ) one (00802 +)ishshah ) another 
(00269 +)achowth ) , and the noise (06963 +qowl ) of the wheels (00212 +)owphan ) over (05980 +(ummah ) 
against (05980 +(ummah ) them , and a noise (06963 +qowl ) of a great (01419 +gadowl ) rushing (07494 
+ra(ash ) . 

creatures Isa_13_21 But wild (06728 +tsiyiy ) beasts (06728 +tsiyiy ) of the desert (06728 +tsiyiy ) shall lie 
(07257 +rabats ) there (08033 +sham ) ; and their houses (01004 +bayith ) shall be full (04390 +male) ) of 
doleful (00255 +)oach ) {creatures} (00255 +)oach ) ; and owls shall dwell (07931 +shakan ) there (08033 
+sham ) , and satyrs (08163 +sa(iyr ) shall dance (07540 +raqad ) there (08033 +sham ) . 

creatures Jam_01_18 Of his own will (1014 -boo -lom -ahee -) begat (0616 -apokueo -) he us with the word 
(3056 -logos -) of truth (0225 -aletheia -) , that we should be a kind (5100 -tis -) of firstfruits (0536 -aparche -
) of his {creatures} (2938 -ktisma -) . 

creatures Rev_08_09 And the third (5154 -tritos -) part of the {creatures} (2938 -ktisma -) which (3588 -ho -
) were in the sea (2281 -thalassa -) , and had (2192 -echo -) life (5590 -psuche -) , died (0599 -apothnesko -) ; 
and the third (5154 -tritos -) part of the ships (4143 -ploion -) were destroyed (1311 -diaphtheiro -) . 
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* creatures , 2938 ktisma , creatures -2938 creature, {creatures}, creatures -0255 {creatures} , doleful , creatures -2416 alive , appetite , beast , beasts , company , congregation , creature , {creatures} , joyfully , life , lifetime , live , lived
, lively , lives , livest , liveth , living , maintenance , multitude , old , quick , raw , running , springing , troop , wild , creatures ......... of his creatures 2938 -ktisma-> creatures ......... part of the creatures 2938 -ktisma-> creatures 013 021 
Isa /^{creatures /and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there. creatures 001 013 Eze /^{creatures /and the fire was bright , and out of the fire went forth lightning . creatures 001 005 Eze /^{creatures /And this was their 
appearance ; they had the likeness of a man . creatures 001 015 Eze /^{creatures /behold one wheel upon the earth by the living creatures , with his four faces . creatures 001 014 Eze /^{creatures /ran and returned as the appearance of a 
flash of lightning . creatures 003 013 Eze /^{creatures /that touched one another , and the noise of the wheels over against them, and a noise of a great rushing . creatures 001 013 Eze /^{creatures /their appearance was like burning 
coals of fire , and like the appearance of lamps : it went up and down among the living creatures ; and the fire was bright , and out of the fire went forth lightning . creatures 001 019 Eze /^{creatures /went , the wheels went by them : 
and when the living creatures were lifted up from the earth , the wheels were lifted up . creatures 001 019 Eze /^{creatures /were lifted up from the earth , the wheels were lifted up . creatures 008 009 Rev /${creatures /which were in 
the sea , and had life , died ; and the third part of the ships were destroyed . creatures 001 015 Eze /^{creatures /with his four faces . creatures 12 - creatures , EZE , 1:5 , EZE , 1:13 , EZE , 1:13 , EZE , 1:14 , EZE , 1:15 , EZE , 1:15 , 
EZE , 1:19 , EZE , 1:19 , EZE , 3:13 creatures , ISA , 13:21 creatures , JAS , 1:18 creatures , RE , 8:9 creatures Interlinear Index Study creatures ISA 013 021 But wild <06728 +tsiyiy > beasts <06728 +tsiyiy > of the desert <06728 
+tsiyiy > shall lie <07257 +rabats > there <08033 +sham > ; and their houses <01004 +bayith > shall be full <04390 +male> > of doleful <00255 +>oach > {creatures} <00255 +>oach > ; and owls shall dwell <07931 +shakan > there 
<08033 +sham > , and satyrs <08163 +sa shall dance <07540 +raqad > there <08033 +sham > . creatures EZE 001 005 Also out of the midst <08432 +tavek > thereof [ came ] the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of four <00702 +>arba<
> living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > . And this <02088 +zeh > [ was ] their appearance <04758 +mar>eh > ; they had the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of a man <00120 +>adam > . creatures EZE 001 013 As for the 
likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of the living <02416 +chay > creatures <02416 +chay > , their appearance <04758 +mar>eh > [ was ] like burning <01197 +ba coals <01513 +gechel > of fire <00784 +>esh > , [ and ] like the 
appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of lamps <03940 +lappiyd > : it went <01980 +halak > up and down among <00996 +beyn > the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > ; and the fire <00784 +>esh > was bright <05051 
+nogahh > , and out of the fire <00784 +>esh > went <03318 +yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > lightning <01300 +baraq > . creatures EZE 001 013 As for the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} 
<02416 +chay > , their appearance <04758 +mar>eh > [ was ] like burning <01197 +ba coals <01513 +gechel > of fire <00784 +>esh > , [ and ] like the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of lamps <03940 +lappiyd > : it went <01980 
+halak > up and down among <00996 +beyn > the living <02416 +chay > creatures <02416 +chay > ; and the fire <00784 +>esh > was bright <05051 +nogahh > , and out of the fire <00784 +>esh > went <03318 +yatsa> > forth 
<03318 +yatsa> > lightning <01300 +baraq > . creatures EZE 001 014 And the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > ran <07519 +ratsa> > and returned <07725 +shuwb > as the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of a flash 
<00965 +bazaq > of lightning <00965 +bazaq > . creatures EZE 001 015 . Now as I beheld <07200 +ra>ah > the living <02416 +chay > creatures <02416 +chay > , behold <02009 +hinneh > one <00259 +>echad > wheel <00212 
+>owphan > upon the earth <00776 +>erets > by the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > , with his four <00702 +>arba< > faces <06440 +paniym > . creatures EZE 001 015 . Now as I beheld <07200 +ra>ah > the 
living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > , behold <02009 +hinneh > one <00259 +>echad > wheel <00212 +>owphan > upon the earth <00776 +>erets > by the living <02416 +chay > creatures <02416 +chay > , with his 
four <00702 +>arba< > faces <06440 +paniym > . creatures EZE 001 019 And when the living <02416 +chay > creatures <02416 +chay > went <03212 +yalak > , the wheels <00212 +>owphan > went <03212 +yalak > by them : and 
when the living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > were lifted <05375 +nasa> > up from the earth <00776 +>erets > , the wheels <00212 +>owphan > were lifted <05375 +nasa> > up . creatures EZE 001 019 And when the 
living <02416 +chay > {creatures} <02416 +chay > went <03212 +yalak > , the wheels <00212 +>owphan > went <03212 +yalak > by them : and when the living <02416 +chay > creatures <02416 +chay > were lifted <05375 +nasa> 
> up from the earth <00776 +>erets > , the wheels <00212 +>owphan > were lifted <05375 +nasa> > up . creatures EZE 003 013 [ I heard ] also the noise <06963 +qowl > of the wings <03671 +kanaph > of the living <02416 +chay > 
{creatures} <02416 +chay > that touched <05401 +nashaq > one <00802 +>ishshah > another <00269 +>achowth > , and the noise <06963 +qowl > of the wheels <00212 +>owphan > over <05980 + against <05980 + them , and a 
noise <06963 +qowl > of a great <01419 +gadowl > rushing <07494 +ra . creatures JAS 001 018 Of his own will <1014 -boo -lom -ahee -> begat <0616 -apokueo -> he us with the word <3056 -logos -> of truth <0225 -aletheia -> , 
that we should be a kind <5100 -tis - > of firstfruits <0536 -aparche -> of his {creatures} <2938 - ktisma -> . creatures REV 008 009 And the third <5154 -tritos -> part of the {creatures} <2938 -ktisma -> which <3588 -ho -> were in 
the sea <2281 -thalassa -> , and had <2192 -echo -> life <5590 -psuche - > , died <0599 -apothnesko -> ; and the third <5154 -tritos -> part of the ships <4143 -ploion -> were destroyed <1311 - diaphtheiro -> . creatures which were 
living creatures ran living creatures went living creatures were lifted up from 



* creatures , 2938 ktisma ,



creatures -2938 creature, {creatures},



creatures -0255 {creatures} , doleful , creatures -2416 alive , appetite , beast , beasts , company , congregation , 
creature , {creatures} , joyfully , life , lifetime , live , lived , lively , lives , livest , liveth , living , maintenance , 
multitude , old , quick , raw , running , springing , troop , wild ,







creatures ......... of his creatures 2938 -ktisma-> creatures ......... part of the creatures 2938 -ktisma->
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creatures Isa_13_21 /^{creatures /and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there. creatures Eze_01_13 
/^{creatures /and the fire was bright , and out of the fire went forth lightning . creatures Eze_01_05 /^{creatures 
/And this was their appearance ; they had the likeness of a man . creatures Eze_01_15 /^{creatures /behold one 
wheel upon the earth by the living creatures , with his four faces . creatures Eze_01_14 /^{creatures /ran and 
returned as the appearance of a flash of lightning . creatures Eze_03_13 /^{creatures /that touched one another , 
and the noise of the wheels over against them, and a noise of a great rushing . creatures Eze_01_13 /^{creatures 
/their appearance was like burning coals of fire , and like the appearance of lamps : it went up and down among 
the living creatures ; and the fire was bright , and out of the fire went forth lightning . creatures Eze_01_19 
/^{creatures /went , the wheels went by them : and when the living creatures were lifted up from the earth , the 
wheels were lifted up . creatures Eze_01_19 /^{creatures /were lifted up from the earth , the wheels were lifted up 
. creatures Rev_08_09 /${creatures /which were in the sea , and had life , died ; and the third part of the ships were
destroyed . creatures Eze_01_15 /^{creatures /with his four faces .
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